Atomic force microscopy study of the interaction of Fusarium solani pisi cutinase with lipid surfaces.
We present an atomic force microscopy (AFM) study of a supported triacylglyceride multilayer phase and its interaction with lipolytic enzyme cutinase from Fusarium solani pisi. The multilayer triacylglyceride phase of coconut oil showed a rippled surface structure in the AFM images. Upon enzymatic degradation of the triacylglyceride phase, the ripple structure vanished rapidly. The apparent catalytic rate constants could be estimated based on the AFM image information. Interestingly, in one sample we observed what we interpret as a recurrent structural collapse of the cavity dug out by the protein. We interpret the cavities seen in the AFM images as molten surfaces or surface holes filled with liquidified phase containing product molecules, which appear transparent during the image recording.